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Summary.-Tests have been made at Mach numbers up to 0·93 in the Royal Aircraft Establishment 10 ft X 7 ft
High Speed Wind Tunnel to examine how the longitudinal characteristics of a fighter-type aircraft are affected by the
installation of air intakes in the nose, fuselage sides, or wing roots. None of these intakes alters the lift or pitching
moment characteristics significantly, but their effects on external drag vary, and only the nose intake avoids an increase.
This superiority derives principally from its low area ratio, the value of which largely determines not only the critical
Mach number and hence the behaviour at transonic speeds of the intake fairing but also its sensitivity to spillage and
aircraft attitude.

Both forms of divided intake cause an increase in profile drag of roughly 20 per cent; on the side intake this is due
to the siting of the boundary-layer by-passes and on the wing-root intake to the increased wing thickness. Their high
area ratios make them sensitive to changes in flow direction and lead to high suction levels over the intake fairings
which are expected to cause drag increases early in the transonic range. Separation in the canopy-intake junctions of
the side intake reduces the drag divergence Mach number to 0,87, compared with 0·89 for the other models.

The shaping of the wing-body junction which was combined with the nose and side intake installations leads to a
marked reduction in drag at transonic speed, an advantage not shared by the wing-root lay-out.

1. Introduction.-The installation of a turbo-jet engine in an airframe affects the performance
of the aircraft in two ways. Internally, the thrust developed by the engine is reduced from the
test-bed value by the approach and duct losses; externally, the drag of the aircraft is generally
increased by the alteration in shape necessary to house the engine and intake. Any attempt to
assess the relative merits of different forms of air intake must therefore take into account both
the internal and external losses caused by the installation. 'Whilst the former have been exten
sively studied and can now be estimated with fair accuracy at least at subsonic speedt, relatively
little is known concerning the magnitude of the external interference set up by the different
classes of intake.

The present tests were undertaken in 1952 to make good this deficiency by comparing the
aerodynamic characteristics of four models of the same basic aircraft, each model differing from
the others only in the type of air intake installed. The first model did not have an intake
represented and was tested to provide a standard with which the results obtained on the ducted
models could be compared. On the other models, the intake was housed in the nose, fuselage side,
and wing root respectively, the internal ducting behind the entries being idealised in each case.

* RA.E. Report Aero. 2576, received 6th March, 1958.



A general view of each design is given in Figs. la to ld. The proportions of the basic aircraft
conform closely with the values typical of current practice on single-jet fighters. This choice was
made because the high thrust/weight ratio and the limited space available makes the design of
an efflcient air-intake system for this class of aircraft most difficult.

The changes in external shape of the body or wing required to house the ducts gave scope for
further modifications designed to raise the critical Mach number of the aircraft and to reduce
the transonic drag. Thus vvith the nose and side intake models, the increas8d \vidth of body made
possihle the adoption of the waisted vving-body junction shape, known to be beneficial at transonic
speeds2

; on the wing-root intake model, the sweepback of the maximum-thickness line was
considerably increased over the centre-section of the wing in an attempt to compensate for the
greater wing thickness needed for the ducts. Where appropriate, a by-pass was provided on the
models to c1ivNt the fuselage boundary layer from the air intakes. This was clone not so much
to reduce the losses inside the model ducts, but rather to obtain a realistic value of external
drag, to which the by-pass may contrihute appreciably3. In order to estimate the internal
losses, pitot and static pressures were measured in the jet exit plane.

Each intake model was tested over the same ranges of incidence, Mach number and mass flow.
Apart from the overall forces, detailed pressme distributions over the intake lip fairings were
obtained to help in interpreting the force measurements.

2. J)esign of M odds.-2.l. General COJlsiderations.-The basic wing-fuselage configuration was
chosc'n to be representative of a flghter aircraft (at 1/12 scale) with a critical Mach number of
about 0,9, i.e., within the test range of lVlach number of the High Speecl Tunnel. The wing
section used was a Thwaites 9 per cent Cfable 6), with 38· 6 deg of sweepback on the quarter-chord
line, and the aspect ratio was ~3·I5; the leading dimensions of each model are listed in Table 5.
The tail unit was omitted from the design, but a cockpit canopy was included since this was
expected to create interference effects, particularly in the side-intake configuration.

The air intake and fuselage proportions are those suitable for a single axial turbo-jet engine of
the R.A.14 type: the minimum fuselage diameter is 4·38 ft full scale, and the intake throat area
(3' 784 sq ft full scale) was chosen so that the entry 1\1ach number would not be greater than
JI;[ --c 0·55 with this engine running at cruising r.p.m. The duding begins with a representative
rate of expansion from the throat (2~ per cent per foot full scale, equivalent cone angle Ii deg),
but reaches a maximum area of only 1· 1 :< throat area, subsequently reducing smoothly to the
required exit nozzle area. Three exit nozzles vvere designed, providing values of intake velocity
ratio (V,j VII -- inlet velocity -; free stream velocity) appropriate to high-speed flight, viz.,
0·5, 0·65 and 0·8; a fourth, to give zero flow, closed the exit nozzle with a conical fairing.

2.2. Design oj Intake Lip Fairings.-Before attempting to design the three different intake
configurations of this test, a study was ll?ade of the design methods of Kiichemann and \Neber for
circular intakes in ' Aerodynamics of Propulsion '4, and of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronantics (U.S.A.) in ' The Development and Application of High-critical-speed Nose Inlets '5.
In both of these it is evident that the most important parameter in any design is the' area ratio'
of the intake (i.e., throat area -;-- maximum external cross-sectional area), since this determines
the frontal area that is availahle to carry the thrust force on the intake fairing. For lower area
ratios this frontal area is greater, and it is possible to maintain lower levels of suction coefficient
over lip fairings of good shape and thus raise the critical Mach number of the intake. Other
design factors of importance are the length or fineness ratio of the lip fairing, and the sharpness
of the lip shape, hath of which effect the distribution of velocity over the intake and also determine
its sensitivity to off-design conditions (high incidence, large spillage, and the static condition).

In l{ef. 4 Ki.ichemann and \Veber have formulated a series of related lip fairings for circular
intakes, Classes A, Band C*, \vhose inner and outer surfaces are formed from two elliptic quad
rants meeting on the' capture line'; the variation of their properties with area ratio is shown

* The Kiichemann lip fairings are defined by their Class and their area ratio in per cent, e.g., A-IS.
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in Fig. 5. The three classes provide a choice of lip shape, and their lengths have been designed
to be close to those of the optimum contours which produce a uniform velocity over the whole
outer surface; the Class A is the bluffest fairing of the series for a given area ratio, and is therefore
the least sensitive to variations in the position of the stagnation point but has the lowest critical
Mach number; the Class C is the sharpest fairing, and thus achieves the highest critical Mach
number for a given area ratio, under optimum conditions. The theoretical critical Mach numbers
of Fig. 5 tend to be conservative for Classes A and B, and may be exceeded before there is any
marked rise in drag.

In Ref. 5 the N.A.C.A. I-series* of lip fairings for circular intakes was developed. In this
series there is only one fairing shape: the outer surface is rather flatter than a quarter-ellipse,
and the inner lip is formed from a circular quadrant whose radius is kept small for all area ratios
(see Fig. 5). The length of the fairing is obtained from a selection chart for the combination of
area ratio and minimum velocity ratio of the particular intake specification.

In the design of the individual intake configurations for these tests, the need to obtain a good
off-design performance as well as a good high-speed performance was continually kept in mind.
To obtain a high critical Mach number a relatively sharp fairing shape with a high fmeness ratio
is desirable (Fig. 5), but a bluff fairing is much less sensitive to changes in flow conditions, as is
clear in the Table below which gives static inflow losses measured on pitot intakes using these
fairings. The measurements4

,6 were made over a range of intake flows, the inlet being unchoked:

TABLE 1

Static 11'zflOW Losses

Static inflow loss
JHnpv?
(pcr cent)

Area ratio
(per cent)

~-~~~-----,---~--~~~~---"-~~- ~-------

Inner lip thick!1ess I
-:- throat radms ,

I

Class A
Class B
Class C " ..
N.A.C.A. 1-70-200 ..

25 to 50
25 to 50
25 to 50

49

0·15
0·10
0·03
0·01

2 to 4
10 to 20
20 to 40
50 to 60

-~-~------'-~----~~-'----------'-----,---~-- --

These conflicting requirements are more easily satisfied in the case of intakes having a low
area ratio, when a good compromise is possible.

2.3. Datum Model.-This model has a simple streamline cylindrical body with no intake
(Fig. 2a) and was included in the tests to provide a standard of comparison against which the
effects of the installation of the air intakes and consequent deformation of the basic fuselage or
wing shape of the other models could be measured. For simplicity the jet exit nozzle was faired
over, in preference to having a nozzle with a bluff end and then attempting to correct for
differences in base pressure and afterbody drag.

Full-chord pressure measurements were made at the wing root (J] ,= 0,13) and at 1] -cc= 0·61
(away from centre and tip effects) to establish the critical Mach number of the wing and for
subsequent comparison with the pressure distribution over the fairing of the wing-root intake.

2.4. Nose-intake 111odel.-The ' waisted' wing-fuselage intersection incorporated in this model
(Table 9, Fig. 2b) was calculated by Kiichemann's vortex-ring method7 for a Mach number of
O· 94. It was designed to maintflin the sweepback of the wing isobars right up to the fuselage
side, at zero lift.

* Circular intakes of the N.A.C.A. I-series are described in terms of their proportions. Thus the N.A.C.A.1-50-200
has a ratio of intake diameter to external diameter of 50 per cent (therefore area ratio = 25 per cent), and a ratio of
total fairing length to external diameter of 200 per cent.

3
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The elliptic fuselage cross-sections resulting from the fuselage waisting led to an elliptic intake
for this model, and the intake plane was staggered at 15 deg from the vertical in order to equalise
the suction levels above and below the intake at a positive angle of incidence (Fig. 2b). The
overall area ratio of the intake is 18 per cent, \,vhich results in a high critical Mach number for any
of the lip fairings:

TABLE 2

Critical1l1ach Numbers jor Fairings of Area Ratio 18 per cent

Critical Mach number for ~.J170 = I·IT
()·s I 0·8

Class A-18, B-18 ..
Class C-18 .. . .
N.A.C.A. 1-42-210 ..

0·82 to 0·83
0·86
0·88

0·83
0·86
0·88

6·35
7·12
7·30

_____ ' __00 • •__.~__......_~~~ • _

As a result it is possible to use the Class A and B sections, with their desirable off-design
characteristics, and suffer only a small reduction in the critical Mach number of the intake. The
fairing at the horizontal section (DD) is a B-18 fairing with its fineness ratio increased
(LjT -- 7·23) to raise its critical Mach number to the level of the Class C and N.A.C.A. fairings.
The lower lip is closely similar to this (see Fig. 4a), but on the upper lip (section CC) the effects
of incidence were further reduced by providing greater thickness, and the ratio of inner to outer
lip thickness is that for an A-I8 fairing (Fig. S). All the outer surface fairings end at the same
station on the fuselage.

The internal ducting divides at about one mean entry diameter behind the intake to pass on
either side of the balance compartment (Fig. 2b). Pressure measurements were made along all
three sections CC, DD and EE, although on section CC the cockpit canopy limited these to the
first 40 per cent of the fairing length.

2.5. Side-intake 1\;1odel.-The side intake was combined \vith a waisted body shape which was
identical with that of the nose intake design. The intake position, the fuselage width between
the intakes, and the height of each intake were made representative of current practice (Fig. 2c):
the position ratio of the intake (i.e., approach surface area :- intake area) is 8t, and the area
ratio (based on the equivalent circular intake) is 55 per cent. This high area ratio follows
immediately from the large amount of frontal area taken up by the cockpit, and it could only be
lowered by reducing the cockpit width or having an excessive increase in the maximum fuselage
cross-sectional area. Because of the high area ratio, the critical Mach numbers for the different
types of lip fairing are low (even for the N.A.C.A. fairing the critical Mach number is well below
that of the wing), and the well-rounded fairings are severely penalised:

TABLE 3

Critical1tlach Numbers jor Fairings oj A rea Ratio S5 per cent

Critical Mach number for V,jVo ~ LIT
0·5 I 0·8

I_ ..~------ .. I~-

Class B-55 .,
Class C 55 .,
N.A.C.A. 1-74-60 ..

0·62
0·71
0·76

0·64
0·73
0·76

1·70
2·66
4·61

Thus only a poor compromise between the conflicting design requirements is possible.
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The thickening of the intake lip at section FF due to the geometry of the lay-out (Fig. 4b) is
helpful in that it tends to lower suction levels above the intake at positive incidence, and it was
decided to use a C-55 fairing here. By keeping a constant fairing length round the intake, the
fineness ratio of the fairing at section GG was raised to L/T = 3· 79, in an attempt to increase
its critical Mach number. The inner lip thickness is 0·03 of the throat radius, as for any Class C
fairing on a circular intake.

The boundary-layer by-pass was designed to take the full boundary layer at the appropriate
local Reynolds number of the test, and the by-pass area is nearly a sixth of the intake area
(slightly large compared with the needs at full-scale Reynolds numbers). A fiat on the fuselage
side led into the by-pass duct itself, which divided into two to discharge this ' dead' air both
above and below the intake (Figs. 2c and 18a). Pressure measurements were made over the
intake lips at the two sections FF and GG, and extended two fairing lengths at each of these
sections.

2.6. Wing-root Intake Model.-The design of this model aimed to improve the critical Mach
number of the basic wing, and to offset the root thickening necessary to house the intake, by
increasing the sweepback of the maximum-thickness line of the wing over the modified inboard
sections (Fig. 2d). Windwise sections across this region are all smooth aerofoi1 shapes. Thus
this design differs from the Hawker Hunter intake lay-out, in which the wing modification is kept
to the minimum necessary to house the intake and duct with the result that the line of maximum
thickness across the intake fairing is unswept and windwise sections there contain a discontinuity.
Tests have shown that this type of lay-out can lead to fiow separations, giving an unnecessarily
large increase of drag due to the installation.

It was considered that the thickness/chord ratio of the wing at the fuselage side should not
exceed 16 per cent, which is the maximum on the Hunter wing-root. This led to two-dimensional
area ratios across the intake (local intake depth '';- local wing maximum thickness) of the order
of 50 per cent and thus, almost inevitably, to relatively low critical Mach numbers and therefore
to the choice of the Class C fairing. However, in this design the sweepback across the wing-root
should raise the critical Mach numbers by about 0·05 above the values indicated in Fig. 5.

The wing sections across the modified wing-root were formed from front and rear fairings
meeting at the position of maximum thickness (Table 8). The rear fairing was designed to give
an increased wing thickness while keeping to the same trailing-edge angle as the basic wing
section, and was evolved through a series of calculations of its pressure distribution when com
bined with an elliptic nose, the main aim being to prevent the occurrence of a secondary suction
peak towards the rear of the section. The forward fairing was a quarter-ellipse, and formed the
intake lip; by careful choice of the proportions of the intake and the sweepback of the line of
maximum thickness, the length of this fairing at any section was made to approximate to the
length (as given by Fig. 5) of the Class C fairing appropriate to the local (two-dimensional) area
ratio of that section (Fig. 4b). Fig. 5 is based upon the properties of circular intakes, and so the
choice of lip length is a compromise between a two-dimensional design, which produces too bluff
a fairing, and a three-dimensional approach which the intake geometry does not appear to justify.
The compromise resulted in a sweepback of 58 deg for the line of maximum thickness across the
wing-root (cj. 36 deg on datum wing), and local area ratios from 60 per cent (at the fuselage side)
to 25 per cent. It was expected that the suction peak caused by the poor area ratio at the
fuselage side would be alleviated by the' centre effect'.

The intake was formed by cutting back the basic leading edge, thus lowering its sweepback
from over 43 deg to 17 deg and giving a position ratio 01 8!; the lips were staggered at 15 deg to
offset the effects of wing circulation under lift and reduce the upper-surface velocities. The
inner lip radius was kept constant across the intake at the value given for a Class C fairing by
Fig. 5 for the local area ratio of section HH, i.e., it is generous for sections further outboard;
it is greatly increased at the outer corner of the intake, which was kept well rounded (Fig. 4b) to
avoid large static 10ssesB

•
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As in the side-intake design, a boundary-layer by-pass was included, but in this case, for
con:-:tructional reasons, it could not he divided between upper and lower surfaces, awl it was
vented entirely on the upper surface. This proved to be an undesirable feature, and is discussed
in Section 5.2.

As a mattt'r of interest, the axial distribution of cross-sectional area uf the four models is
compared in Fig. 3, although the tr,l1lsunic area rule was not used in the design of these models.
The smoothest area distribution results from the use of the waisted wing-body junctiun in com
hination with the nose intake; in the wing-root intake model, of course, the design attempted
to improve the wing-body junction eiltirely hy wing-section modifications, and the rates of
c11ange of area in this model are much more abrupt.

:~. Experimental Details.-'3.1. Afodt'l Sltpport.-The major difiiculty involved in the testing of
!Iuded mudds at high subsonic speeds is that of supporting the model without undue interference
\vitll either external or internal airHows. In these tests fairly precise values of inlet velocity ratio
had to he ohtained without too high a value of internal drag; it was therefore considered better
to kave the ducts unobstructed. This was achieved by housing the drag balance, to vvllich the
model was attached, in the cockpit space between the two branches of the duct; the balance
\\';IS mounted in a socket in the front end of the sting, which was then brought out through the
underside of the body and carried aft heneath the rear fuselage (Fig. 6'1). The objection to this
;lrLlI1genl\'nt lies in tIle interference set up heneath the model. This was not thought to be
critical in the present tests, where the emphasis was placed more on comparative than absolute
resul ts.

;{.2. 1'11ndd ('olls/ructioll. The datum model had no internal duct system and was therefore the
most straig'htforward to build. The wings vvere made separately of Hydulignum, as this simplified
t Iw insertio[) of tlle pressure-plotting lines. The body was made of laminated teak in two portions,
which fitted together round the roots of the wings after these had been assemblecl onto the drag
balance.

The three dllcted moclels were all similar in construdion, so that only one, the side intake, is
described in detail (Fig. 6a). Each vying and half-body was formed integrally from light alloy,
the external ~urfaces of the wing and inner surface of the duct being shaped on a profile milling
m;lchine. After machining, the duct sections were closed by thin cover plates which formed the
inner walls of the clucts. To each half of the model was added the appropriate nose portion
made of laminated teak (Fig. IRa); this simplified the shaping of the by-pass passages, \vhich \vere
hollowed out of its sides. Each sub-assembly then fltted onto the drag balance, ancl the model
W;1S completed by adding the wooden afterbody with the appropriate exit nozzle.

The measurement of surface pressures at close intervals round the thin intake lip fairings
required a special method for inserting the pipelines. These were embedded in a transparent
matrix of Aralditc, and the hole was obtained by drilling into the tube after the resin had
hanlenecl Near the lips of the fairings I-mm-diameter tubing had to be used, and with these
the mouth of each tube was plugged with a close-fitting nylon thread while the Araldite was
applied, and the threacl was extracted after this had set. The pipelines passed through a slot in
the body into the balance compartment, where they were arranged round the sting before being
led out through the under-surface of the body.

~-u~. Drag Dalallce.-The drag or, more exactly, the axial force, was measured by the strain
gauge halance illustrated in l<ig. 6b. The halance consists of an upper beam to which the model
is holted, and a lower be:tm attached to the sting; three flexible uprights transmit normal forces
from the moclel to the sting, while the axial forces are carried by the two horizontal strips, on
which the strain-gauges are mounted (Fig. 6b). The strain in these strips is 2· 3< 10 6 per lb,
which with the electronic equipment at present in use enables O·05lb to be detected. Calibration
shuwell that interference from normal force was not significant, at least over the range of travel
of the centre of pressure encountered during the tests. Considerable difficulty was, however,
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experienced with temperature drift, and this limited the experimental accuracy especially at low
speed. An investigation into the cause of this drift established that its magnitude and even its
sense were determined by the properties of the individual gauges rather than by the design of
the balance.

3.4. Range of Tests.-The four models were tested in the 10 it X 7 it High Speed \Vind Tunnel
at intervals between November, 1953, and August, 1954. The tests were made at a series of Mach
numbers ranging from 0·40 to O' 93, at a constant Reynolds number of 1·1 million (based on the
standard mean chord). Only a moderate range of lift coefficient was covered, since any attempt
to determine the effect of intake performance on stalling behaviour would have seriously
aggravated the problems associated with model construction. The ducted models were tested at
velocity ratios of 0*,0'50,0'65,0'80 and in addition the tests on the side-intake and wing-root
intake models at V,jVo = 0·65 were repeated with the boundary-layer by-passes faired over.

Each model had to be tested twice; once to measure the pressures round the intake lip fairings
and at the duct exit, and again to measure the forces after the pressure connections had been
removed. Normal force and pitching moment were measured by means of strain-gauges mounted
at two positions on the sting, while the axial force was obtained from the balance described in
Section 3.3.

TABLE 4

Range of Tests (R = 1·1 X 106
)

Velocity ratioModel

Datum ..

--

By-pass I
condition I

I-----~-----r---- -~--
Range of

Mach number

0·40 to 0·93

Range of
incidence

(deg)

~2 to +9

I
I

----

Nose intake .. ~ 0 0·50 0·65 0·80 I 0·40 to 0·93

II

Open 0 0·50 0·65 0·80 0·40 to 0·93
ISide intake .. --~~--

I
ISealed ~ ~ 0·65 ~ 0·40 to 0·93
i

Open ~ 0·50 0·65 0·80 0·40 to 0·93
IWing-root intake

Sealed ~ ~ 0·65
I

~ 0·40 to 0·93
I

-

-2 to +9

~2 to[9

-2 to +9

-2 to +9

-2 to +9

4. Corrections and Presentation of Results.-4.1. Corrections to Results ana Experimental
Accuracy.-The change in free-stream direction caused by the constraint of the tunnel walls was
estimated assuming elliptic loading across the span and values of model incidence were then
corrected according to the equation

Lla:O = 0·27CL •

A further correction was made to incidence to allow for the deflection of the sting under load;
this was measured, and the following relationship derived:

LlcxO = O·OOlN + 0'0026M ,

where N is the force acting normal to the sting (lb) and 1t! is the pitching moment about an axis
at 0'295c (lb it).
------------ -~-----~---------- ---------- ------------ -- ---------

* Except on the wing-root intake owing to shortage of time.
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The total correction to incidence did not exceed O· 5 deg for these tests and values of incidence
are considered accurate to O· 05 deg.

The increase in free-stream velocity at the model position due to its blockage was estimated
by the method developed by Evans9 and appropriate corrections were then applied to the observed
values of Mach number, dynamic and static pressures. The highest corredion to 1'vI'1ch numher
was 0·025 and the values quoted should be Qccurate to ± 0·003.

The main source of error in the strain-gauge readings was the zero drift caused by the rise in
tunnel temperature. This changes most rapidly when the tunnel is cold, and an effort was made
to reduce the drift by raising the air temperature in the tunnel before taking readings. As a
further precaution two thermo-couples were installed, one on the drag balance and the other on
the sting. These enabled the variation of zero readings with local gauge temperatures to be
determined, and the necessary correction to be applied. All force coefficients should therefore
be correct within :::L 0·00], although the results at high speeds are likely to be better owing to the
greater magnitude of the quantities measured. The pressure measurements were taken on a
multi-tube manometer filled with alcohol reading to ± 0·05 in.; this is equivalent to roughly
± 0·001 in C" over the upper half of the speed range.

4.2. Support Interference.-The presence of the supporting sting underneath the fuselages of
the models interferes with the flow in that vicinity. Some idea as to the extent of this interference
at low Mach number is given by Figs. ~)] a and 31 b, where the pressure distributions calculated
hy Kuchemann's method 'Il.

11 for the wing-root section (AA) and the mid-semi-span section (BB)
at incidences of 0 deg and 2 deg and neglecting the effects of compressibility, are compared with
the results obtained on the datum model at 1\J -co O· 4. The interference is greatest on the lower
surface of section AA, where the inclined portion of the sting increases the pressures over the
front part of the section an(1 causes an expansion to occur locally near x!c==, 0·6. On the upper
surface the pressure distribution is more regular although the local pressures near the leading
edge are less than those on the lower surface, suggesting that the sting distorts the flow direction
here to an extent equivalent to roughly 1 deg in incidence.

The good agreement obtained hetween the calculated and measured values for section BE
confirms that the interference is confined to a region at the wing root. The distributions measured
over section AA at Mach numbers above 0·4 show similar effects (Figs. 21a and 12b) although
the magnitude of the interference is clearly greater.

The effect of the interference is noticeable on both the pitching moment and the dr~lg curves.
Thus a positive value of emD is obtained on all the models, the value varying from 0·01 at
1IJ-·. 0·40 to o· 03 at M -.cc 0·91 (Fig. 8), and although this is partly accounted for by the pressure
field round the cabin, sting interference must also be partly the cause (Fig. 12). Again, the drag
curves given in Fig. 9a show that minimum drag occurs at a positive value of C, which increases
with Mach number. This asymmetry arises through the variation with incidence in the inter
ference drag. The latter is greatest at negative incidence owing to the higher velocity round
the inclined portion of the sting beneath the fuselage, and then falls progressively as the incidence
increases (positively). The presence of the sting therefore reduces the drag divergence Mach
numbers of all the models by an amount which lessens as the incidence is raised. The magnitude
of the interference, though appreciable at supercritical Mach numbers, does not appear to mask
the differences between the drag characteristics of the various models, amI the results should
therefore provide a fair basis of comparison.

4.3. Presentation of Results.-The results are discnssed in three main Sections. The first
(Section 5.1, Figs. 7 to 17), compares the characteristics of the models at a velocity ratio of 0·65
over the range of Mach number covered by the tests, using the available pressure distributions
to explain the differences brought abont by the three types of intake layout. The second (Section
5.2, Figs. 18 to 22), deals with the effect of the boundary-layer by-passes on the side and wing
TOot intakes, while the last describes how the different forms of intake are affected by spillage,
incidence, and lip stagger (Section 5.3, Figs. 23 to 30).
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5. Discussion of Results.-5.1. Relative Performance of the Different Intake iffodets. The force
comparisons between the four models made below are all for a velocity ratio of O· 65, with the
by-passes of the side and wing-root intakes operating. However, the pressure distributions used
to illustrate the changes caused by the installation of the wing-root intake (Figs. lla and 16)
refer to conditions with the by-passes sealed. This is because the efflux from the by-passes in
this particular design cause local perturbations to the pressure distributions (Fig. 22), which tend

, to mask the effects of the wing-root modifications.

5.1.1. Force measurements.-The lift and pitching-moment characteristics of the models are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Installation of the intakes has raised the lift divergence Mach number
from 0·89 to between 0·9 and 0,91, a result which suggests that the changes incorporated in the
wing-body junctions are beneficial at small lift coefficients, even though they were designed for
zero lift; it also causes a slightly greater variation of CmO with Mach number, though this
asymmetry is mainly caused by the canopy and the sting support (Section 4.3), and at high Mach
number it reduces the severity of the small (pitch-up' which is evident on the datum model.
In general, however, variation of intake position on this aircraft has little effect upon its lift and
pitching-moment characteristics.

The variation of gross drag (i.e., the sum of external and internal drag) with Mach number for
the four models is shown in Figs. 9a and 9b. The use of gross drag, rather than external drag, is
justified by Figs. lOa and lOb which show the values of internal drag (based on wing area and
calculated by the method of Appendix I) at low and high Mach number for all flow conditions.
The cleanness achieved in the internal ducting has resulted in very small internal losses, so that
differences in internal drag between the models are insignificant in the comparisons of gross drag
of Fig. 9.

The drag divergence Mach number (LlCD = 0,005) of the datum model is 0·89 at CL = 0 and
the values for the nose and wing-root intake models are closely similar, but for the side-intake
model it is lowered by 0·02 due to an additional drag rise commencing at M = 0·77. For
M < 0·89 the side and wing-root intakes are alike in causing a considerable increase in profile
drag over the datum model (about 20 per cent at low lift), but the nose intake has in fact achieved
a slight reduction of drag in spite of the increase in frontal area. For IJI > 0·89 the grouping is
changed, and the side and nose-intake designs show a marked reduction in the rate of increase
of drag, with the promise of substantially less transonic drag, when compared with the datum and
wing-root intake models, owing to the fuselage waisting incorporated in these designs.

Thus the nose-intake design is distinctly the most successful over the full Mach-number range,
the inclusion of the intake having been achieved without detriment to the design, and in fact the
combination of this intake lay-out with the fuselage waisting has produced a model with markedly
less drag at speeds in the transonic range. The higher drag of the side-intake model throughout
the test range is almost entirely due to the boundary-layer by-pass (Fig. 19), which, of course,
is an essential feature of the lay-out, although at full scale and with careful design (see end of
Section 5.2), it should be possible to reduce this penalty considerably. At moderate Mach
numbers (less than O· 8) in the absence of the by-pass, the side intake would be almost as good
as the nose intake as regards its external drag, and for lV1 > 0·92 the benefits conferred by the
waisted fuselage are sufficient to show an improvement in drag over the datum model even with
this by-pass in operation. The aerofoil modification of the wing-root intake model has been
successful in maintaining a drag divergence Mach number almost as high as the datum model,
but it has not prevented a considerable increase in profile drag due to the installation of the
intake (which is only partly accounted for by the by-pass (see Fig. 21b)) and it does not reduce
transonic drag in the same way as the waisted wing-body junction.

5.1.2. Measurements of pressure distribution.-Understanding of the drag characteristics of the
different intake designs is greatly aided by the pressure distributions measured during the tests.
Some of these are presented in Figs. 11 to 17.
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Pressure distributions measured on the datum model wing are shown for incidences of 0 deg
andt dq~ in Fig. 12. The pressure distrihution over scetion BB (II . 0·6], Figs. 12c and 12cl)
show th'lt till' 1l00v ovn the willg is flrst alIedecl by a shock wave at about ill· O' 88 at It .• 0 deg;
this is contlr;necl by the swlden llecrcase of the trailing-edge pressure at this Mach number
(Fig. U)*. The asymmetry evident at zero incidence on section AA (lie 0·13, Fig, 12a) is a
measurl' of i he strut interference present on all these models (Section 4.~~).

The \'ariat ion of prl'ssure dic;trihntion witll increasing Mach number over the nose, c;ide and
wing-root inLtkcs at the two incidellces of 0 cleg ~lDd 4 deg are shown in Figs. 14, 15 and 16
respectively.

OnT thl' whole of tIle nose intake there is a nearly uniform velocity distribution, which is
distnrhed oIlly by the canopy and wing, and by the stagger of the intake which is effective in
offsetting tl](' increased suctions 011 the upper lip at incidence. The intake is therefore, as a
n'c;ult of its lo\\' area ratio, very close to the optimum design conclition of uniform velocity
distrihutiull (w11ich would gin the highest possible critical Mach numlwr), in spite of the well·
rounded nose ~;]upc:~ nSl'd in this design. A supersonic region is first formed on the lmver lip at
.11 O,~,+ Ct () deg.), but this docs not spre'ad round the \\'hole circumference of the intake
11nt11 ,1,1 (l·90, and even then there arc no se\'ere shock \'laves present. Thus the installation
of this intakl' cI(ws not lower the critical Macll nnmber of the aircraft at all, The relahvelybluff
lip seetionc; used avoid high lK'ak suctions clue to changes of inci(lence, and the lowest critical
I\LH'h 111lTnlH'r falls only to ill . (j'S1 \vhen '1:- 4 deg (C= 0,26),

It is of interest to note the small region of supersonic flow that develops towards the rear of
s(,ction D]) (Fi~. 1'+): longituclinally this coincides with the maximum 1mlk of the canopy,
SI1!:,I.;,'st iIl,~ t!l;lt the prec;sllre !il'ld round the canopy is affecting tIll' pressure distrihution here at
lli<h :\Lwll nUl1lber (tIll' critical Mach number of the canopy is estimated to be (l·S from the
low~~;peccL prl'ssurc measurements of }{ef. l:~).

TIll' velocities o'v'l'r the side intake (Fig. 15) are very much higher than those on the nose
inial.;<' (SCt' comparison of Fig. 11h), as a rc~sll1t of the high area ratio of tllis design. Sonic speed
is reach('d ovcr tIll' full circlimfen'llce of each intake at l1f 0·70; at higher speeds the snpersonic
region l'xl<'ndc; Tl'arwanb and a clearly definecl shock wave is present at !11 0·8 to the rear of
thc inhkc fairin~·, producing the additional drag rise noted in Fig. 9b. Ncar the top of the intake
till' region of high yc·lociticc; i:~ mnn~ extensive than on the horiwntal section at eX ~ 0 deg (Fig.
IS~l). p,lrticubrly at the highl'r :.\LwlJ numbers; the difference in velocity level is no doubt in part
duc to the increas('d hll1ffne~s of this section, but it seems that interference from the canopy is
also partly rl'sponsib1c, and that the kss clearly defined shock wave and poor pressure recovery
on section F1" for 1\£ (). tiS is c;\11s('(l hy ;1 separation in the canopy-intake junction due to the
shock wan' from the canopy. The lip fairings used on this intake arc much more sensitive to
incicll'I1l'(' than ;m' those of thl' nose intake, a.nd at (~ ... 4 deg the critical Mach number of sedion
FF falls to M o·(-) (Fig. ISb). .

Tlll' instalLttioll of the \·,·ing-root inta.ke has considerably a.ffected the pressure distribution in
ib vicinity (Fig. lla), and even at" 0 deg a suction peak is forn1f'd on the intake lip. The
intake is highly :.;en~;iti\T to the local flow direction, so that even at zero. incidence there are high
\'C'!ocities owr the intake lip as a result of pre-entry retardation ancl interference from the sting
support (sec Section 4.~). The suction peak is highest at the inboard end of the intake (see Fig. 16a,
which "hows the upper surface pressures, by-pas'> duet scaled), where the area ratio is also highest,
and it ic; apparent that the design expectation that the centre effect would counterbalance the
incrclsec! area ratio here bas not 1)('en realised. A study of the local isobar pattern shows that
there is an effectivl' sweepback of 35 deg over the intake lip, and sonic velocity is reachec1locally
at ]\[ 0·7(; dose to the fuselage, the supersonic region spreading outwards to cover the whole
intake when MO· 85; the comparatively sharp lips used in an attempt to compensate for the

* Pe;m'('y has S11()Wn in l~d. 12 t1J;d this' divergence' of the trailing~ec1ge jJress1lfe indicates \vlwn the eHecb (If
sllOck-i]1{luced s('p:lration 1)('C0111(' important, the separation having caused the pressure rise through the shuck wave
to be so reduced that the velocity immeuiately behind the shock wave is just sonic.
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low critical Mach number due to the poor area ratio of this intake, combined with the effects of
the wing circulation, make the intake even more sensitive to incidence than the side intake, and
at (X = 4 deg the critical Mach number falls to about 1\([= 0·6 over the whole intake. However,
this local shock wave on the intake lip does not appear to cause any noticeable increase in the
total drag of the aircraft, and examination of the trailing-edge pressures on section II at lX ~ 4 deg
(Fig. 16b) suggests there is no flow separation behind the intake unti11v1 > 0·88.

5.1.3. Intake critical JJ1ach numbers.-The variation with Mach number of the maximum suction
values occurring on the ten sections on which pressure distributions have been measured are
.shown in Fig. 17, thus enabling the range of critical Mach numbers on each intake to be deter
mined. The low levels of suction maintained on the nose intake, and the benefits of sweepback to
the wing-root intake are at once apparent. The critical Mach numbers indicated on this Figure
are in good agreement with the estimates shown in Tables 2 and 3.

It should be borne in mind that, although increase of Mach number above the critical does
imply the development of local supersonic velocities, as long as the shock waves remain well
forward and do not provoke separated flow there need be no noticeable drag increase. In the
case of the side-intake model, where separation· occurs between the canopy and the intakes, a
small drag increase was in fact noted (Section 5.1.2) at supercritical Mach numbers.

The high suctions observed over the side and wing-root intakes, \'Vhich result from their high
area ratio, have had no seriously adverse effects under the conditions reviewed so far in this
section. However, at moderate supersonic speeds the thrust realised on the intake surfaces
becomes an important part of the total thrust produced by the engine (40 per cent at M--= 1· 2
(see Ref. 4, para. 8.5)), and for any particular velocity ratio at such speeds the thrust available
from the intakes of these two designs may fall off at a lower Mach number than in the case of
the nose intake. where the surface velocities are much lower.

5.2. Effects oj the Boundary-layer By-passes on the Side and Wing-root Inta1?es.-The value
of a boundary-layer by-pass cannot be assessed purely on the basis of these model tests. For
although the changes in internal and external drag due to sealing the by-passes can be measured,
the idealised internal ducting used for these models makes it impossible to determine the loss in
engine thrust which would result on a full scale installation, where there is a much greater rise in
pressure between the intake and the compressor face, with the attendant risk of separation. The
changes in internal drag actually measured arc very slight (Fig. 10), and the following discussion
is concerned with the effect of by-pass operation on the gross drag of the models.

5.2.1. Side intake.-A detailed view of the side-intake model showing the position of the
boundary-layer by-pass is given in Fig. 18a; the close proximity of the upper by-pass exit to the
cockpit canopy should be noted. On this model no change in either the lift or pitching-moment
characteristics was detected when the by-passes were faired over. Curves of drag coefficient
against Mach number, however, show an increase in drag coefficient due to by-pass operation of
about 0·0035 at M = 0·60 and 0·001 at M = 0·93 (Fig. 19).

By-pass drag can be divided into two parts: internal and external. Internally, drag is caused
by turning the by-pass flow through 90 deg; externally, some further drag may result from the
interference with the airflow near the exits*. For the model the magnitude of the first term can
be roughly estimated by assumirig that the velocity at entry into the by-passes is the same as
that into the intakes; neglecting compressibility, this gives L1C 1J ~-, 0·0015 for a velocity ratio
of 0·65.

The difference between this term and the measured increase in drag coefficient of 0·0035 at
M = O' 60 is therefore caused by the efflu:x; this term evidently falls with increase in Mach number.
A comparison of the pressure distributions measured at section FF on the shoulder of the intake

* On an aircraft this is usually reduced by fitting exit louvres, so that the flow emerges more nearly in a strcamwisc
direction.
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fairing with the by-passes open and sealed (Fig. 20) gives an indication of the form of the external
interference set up by the efflux, even though the section is too local to provide a cOlnplete
picture. At low Mach Iluml)('rs, operation of the by-passes worsens the pressure recovery over the
rear part of the biring-s, but improves it at higher Mach numbers. The apparent fall in by-pass
drag above 111 = O·R5 is thus seen to be due to the fact that separation in the canopy-intake
junction occurs at high Mach number even when the by-pass is sealed, whilst at lower Mach
numbers, separation occurs only when the by-pass is operative.

5.2.2. Wing-root intakc.-llnlike the side-intake design, the by-pass ducts on the wing-root
intake were not c1ivideo into upper and lower sections, and the whole of the by-passed flow was
discharged through exits lying flush with the upper surface of the wings (Fig. ISb). Minor
changes were found in the lift and pitching-moment characteristics due to by-pass operation but
no significant increase in drag (Fig. 21). The by-passes cause a loss in lift which is very slight at
M _c. 0·40 but becomes more noticeable at higher speeds particularly at values of C.> 0·45;
at ,U -- 0·9] the loss in lift has a destabilising influence on the pitChing-moment curve which
implies that it is centred over the rear part of the vying. In contrast with the side-intake results,
the I isc in drag coefficient clue to by-pass operation is scarcely perceptible over the lower part
of the speed range and amounts to about 0·001 at Imv lift for Mach numbers above 0·85.
Evaluating the internal drag of the hy-passes as before gives a value of1Cj) of 0·0010, so that the
external or interference drag is negligihle in this case. The pressure measurements made over the
intake lip fairings are well sited to detect any disturbance set up by the efflux, and all three sections
(HH, II, JJ in Fig. 22) shm\' that it raises the pressures towards the leading edge of the wing and
lowrrs them for a short distan('e aft of tIle hy-pass exit. The perturbations are greatest close to
the by-pass exit (section H H) and increase with Mach number, but even at ~V 0·91 the
distribution over section II is affected only up to xJc O' 50 and no adverse effect on pressure
recovery is se('n. Although the cbanges appear to be appreciable, it must be remembered that the
pressure measurements apply to a very local region of the wing, so that the change in overall
drag remains small.

The main reason for the difference in by-pass drag on the side and wing-root intakes is thought
to he the unfavonmhle position of the npper by-pass exits on the side intake, \vhic11 arc too close
to the junction between the canopy and the intake fairings; this region is prone to separation
even without the adden distnrhancc caused by the efflux, and the interference drag is therefore
unnecessarily high, and could easily be avoided without impairing the cfiicacyof the by-pass by
placing the exits on the lower surface of the in take fairing in both designs.

5.3. hjfccts of Vcloci(v Ratio, InC1'dellee, and Lip Stagger. 5.3.1. Velocity ratio (FJVu).--All
the eluded models were tested at velocity ratios of 0·80,0·65, and 0·50, values appropriate to
high-speed flight. A test vvas also made on the nose and side intakes with the duct exit faired
over giving a velocity ratio of zero. This value, though not representative of a flight condition,
is nevertheless of interest partly because it shows up the maximum effect of spillage*, and partly
because it is sometimes employed in tests on wind-tunnclmodels where the construction of duets
inside the model is impracticable.

Neither lift nor pitching-moment characteristics are affected by change of velocity ratio, while
the effect on drag varies from model to model and is appreciable only \vhen the duct is closeo.
Curves of gross drag coefficient against Mach number at velocity ratios of O· 65 and zero are
presented in Fig. 23 for the nose and side-intake models while the variation in drag of all three
ducted models v\'ith velocity ratio is shown directly in Fig. 24. The drag of the nose intake is
virtually unaffected by velocity ratio at Mach numbers below O· 90, but above this the drag rises
more steeply at V,JVo ~- 0. On the other hand the drag of the side-intake model increases
markedly with spillage at all Mach numbers. The increase is small in the range of velocity
ratio between o· 80 and O· 50, and occurs mainly between o· 50 and zero velocity ratio.

* By spillage is meant the reduction of velocity ratio below VdlTu = 1·0.
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This difference in behaviour underlines once more the importance of the area ratio of the intake.
In potential flow the drag of a ducted body is zero (assuming free-stream pressure to be regained
on the parallel portion of the body) whatever the velocity ratio, the thrust force created by
spillage over the nose of the body being balanced exactly by the drag associated with the retarda
tion of the internal flow. In practice, viscosity and compressibility both operate to limit the
suction values attainable, so that a drag increase may in fact result as the velocity ratio is reduced.

The way in which the thrust over the nose-intake fairing rises as the velocity ratio is reduced
is shown by Fig. 25, which gives the pressure distributions at Mach numbers of 0·40 and 0·91
for three sections round the nose at each velocity ratio*. The increase in suction over the nose is
slight as the velocity ratio falls from 0·80 to 0·50 but is more pronounced when this is reduced
to zero. The low area ratio of the nose intake leaves an appreciable frontal area on which thrust
can be developed (0,045 x wing area), but on the side intake this is cut down to 0·01 X wing
area, leading to the high levels of suction already noted. Fig. 26 shows that the same qualitative
effects with change of velocity ratio are present on this intake as were found on the nose intake;
at M = O· 91, well above the critical Mach number of this intake (see Fig. 17), the velocities are
supersonic over the greater part of the fairing, the maximum local Mach number being 1 .36 when
V;jVo = 0,65, and rising to 1·53 when V;jVo = O.

Values of intake thrust have been derived by integrating the pressure distributions over the
outer surfaces of the nose and side-intake fairings for velocity ratios of O· 65 and zero, and these
have been plotted in the form of thrust coefficients (referred to wing area) against Mach number
in Fig. 27a. The absolute values of these thrust coefficients are not very accurate (as may be
seen by comparison with the maximum possible value of thrust predicted by momentum con
siderations), because the force developed on the inner surfaces of the intake lips has not been
taken into account. The critical Mach numbers of the sections at each velocity ratio are indicated
on the Figure, and it may be noted how the thrust falls off only after the critical Mach number
is exceeded at V;jVo = O· 65, but on the side intake at zero velocity ratio a serious loss in thrust
occurs near ]YI = 0·5, when viscous effects rapidly reduce the high lip suctions associated with
this intake under conditions of high spillage. Fig. 27b compares the increase of thrust due to
reduction of the velocity ratio from 0·65 to zero for the nose and side intakes, and it becomes
clear that the spillage drag observed in the latter case arises from a deficit in the thrust developed
on the intake fairings. By contrast, the nose intake shows no sign of any marked deterioration
in performance even at the highest Mach number with zero velocity ratio, again emphasising the
value of low area ratio and well-rounded lips.

The effects of velocity ratio on the drag of the wing-root intake are not clearly defined because
this model was not tested with the duct sealed, and the changes measured in the range of velocity
ratio from 0·80 to 0·50 are small and display no definite trend (Fig. 24). The pressure distribu
tions at sections HH, II and JJ (Fig. 28) show small changes consistent with those already
described on the nose and side intakes. Since the effective area ratio is about 50 per cent for the
wing-root intake and the lip fairings are therefore relatively sharp, the effect of spillage should
be very similar to that obtained on the side intake.

5.3.2. Incidence.~Changes of aircraft attitude and velocity ratio are related in that each alters
the incidence of the intake lips, and those lip sections which are sensitive to spillage are also the
ones more affected by changes of incidence. This is illustrated in Fig. 29 where the quantity
L1Cp/L101.t has been plotted against yx for one lip section on each model. In Fig. 29a the loading
due to incidence over the mid-section (II, 'fj = O· 20) of the wing-root intake is compared with the
chordwise loading measured over the root section (AA, 'fj = O· 13) of the datum model. The
presence of the intake increases the loading over the first 10 per cent of the chord at M = O· 40,

*C1' has been plotted against yx in Figs. 25, 26 and 28 to bring out more clearly the changes in pressure over the
forward part of the fairing.

t L1Cp == [Cp at IXO - Cp at OOJ
LI IXO" ~~~~
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while at higher Mach numbers the difference, though not so pronounced near the leading edge,
t'\:t<'mb oyer a greater fraction of the chord; the difficulty of achieving a satisfactory pressure
distribution and of maintaining it at varions flight conditions is thus acute. Genera]]y, it appears
undcsiLlblc to plan; intakes having sharp lips, whicll are sensitive to incidence, in the leading
('( Igc of the wing lwcallse they arc there subjected to the large changes in flo\\' direction produced
ncar the stagnation point by the lifting field of the wing.

Tllt' dfects of incidence on tlw pressure distribution over section EE of the 110se intake and
sl,etiort 1"1<' of the side intake arc compared in Fig. 29b. The loading over the nose inta,ke is
coufll1ed largely to the Ilrst 10 per cent of the fairing and changes little behveen J1[ O· -10 ;ll1d
111 ()·91. The absencc of a peak nf'ar the lip points the advantage of the thick. \vc'll-roundecl
s('dilln, while Ow fact that the totll loading induced over the fairing is smaller than that over
the other intakes is tlllt' tu tIll' low lift slope of the body. The loading over the side-intake
fairing is ('ollsiderably greatcr and extends o\'er the whole distance covered by the measure
ments (twice the fairing length). The inrrease Ilear the front of the fairing is a consequence of
the sharper lip sll;lJlC, while the extension reanvanls indicates that the after-part of the fairing lies
within the lifting Held of the wing.

5.3.3. rip stagger. - Stagger causes the air flmving towards an intake to be deflected towards
the lower lip, tht' deflection inrre:lsing ,1S the velocity ratio is reducecl. The lips of the nose and
wing-root intakes were staggered 15 deg to assist in c<Jualising the velocity distributions over the
upper ;ll1d lcl\\er 1ips at small positin> angles of attack; the results achieved arc summarised in
Fig. ;)(). The difference between the pressure distributions over the upper and lower lips of the
nose inbke at,~ 0 cleg is equivalent to an incidence of about --- 1·5 deg both at Ai ...-: 0·40
and 0·93. On the wing-root intake, howcver, the velocities over the upper lip are actually higher
than those over the lower lip at zero incidence. Thi" may be partly accounted for by the uptlow
induced at the wing root by the sting, which at an estimated 1 deg (cJ. Section 4.3) is the same
order <IS the deflection produced by stagger; but it is also probable that the naxrow triangular
shape and sweepback of this intake reduces the effectiveness of sta,gger.

6. ConclusiollS .-The effects of different forms of air intake on the longitudinal characteristics
of a typical fighter aircraft have been examined at Mach numbers up to 0·9:3 by testing a series of
complete models fItted with nose, side or wing-root intakes and comparing their behaviour with
t.hat of a dat.um mode], on which no intake was represented. The type of intake installed is
fonnd to have only minor effects on the lift and pitching-moment characteristics (Figs. 7 and 8),
but considerable variation in external drag occurs between the different models.

A single intake placer! in thc nose gives less drag over the whole of the speed range than either
form of divided intake (Fig. 9b), the installation of the intake having been achieved without
detriment to the design, in spite of the increased frontal area; in fact, the combin:ltion of this
intake lay-out with shaping of the wing-body junction results in greatly reduced transonic drag.
On tIle sicle-intake model, the profile drag is increased by about 2Pi per cent by the opera,tion of
the boundary-layer by-passes (Fig. 19), but for \',(hich the design would be almost as good as the
nose intake as regards external drag np to JI .... O' 77. Above this :Vlach number, however, an
additional drag rise appears, due to the low critical Mach numbers of the intake fairings
(M"it O· 70) and of the canopy (l\{d( - O· 8) and to the shock-induced separation which
develup" in the junction between them (Figs. 15a and 15h). This reduces the drag divergence
Mach number to O' 87 cornpared with 0 ·89 for the datum model, but at higher ':\:lach numbers
the shaping of the fuselage again reduces the steepness of the drag rise (Fig. 9b). On the wing
root-intake model the increased thickness/chord ratio near the root raises the profile drag hy
about 20 per cent, but no reduction in drag divergence Mach number occurs. Above 1\1= O· 9,
however, the drag rises more steeply than that of the other intake models showing that the
increase in swcepback built into the wing-root is less effective than the shaping of the wing-body
junction in reducing the transonic drag of the aircraft. In this design the boundary-layer by-pass
causes only a small increase in drag (Fig. 21b).
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The results bear out the importance of the area ratio of an intake, and the nose intake owes
much of its superiority over the divided intakes to its lower area ratio (18 per cent compared with
5S per cent for the side intakes and a mean value of 50 per cent for the wing-root intakes). This
allows a well-rounded lip shape to be combined with a fairing of high fineness ratio (approximately
7) giving a high critical Mach number (0'86) and minimising the adverse effects of spillage and
of incidence. The high area ratios of the side and wing-root intakes, however, lead to lip fairings
which have much lower critical Mach numbers (Fig. 17), and which are much more sensitive to
flow conditions. In addition, the smaller frontal area of the fairings limits the thrust they can
develop, although this is only apparent under extreme conditions within the range of Mach
number of these tests (VjVo =--0: 0, Fig. 23). At moderate supersonic speeds, however, the total
thrust available from these two designs may be penalised, at a given velocity ratio, at a lower
Mach number than in the case of the nose intake. In general, the intake design procedure
(outlined in Section 2.2) has proved to be reasonable.

The high drag set up by the side-intake boundary-layer by-pass compared with that from the
wing-root intake by-pass is due to the excessive interference set up by the efflux in the canopy
intake junction; the obvious remedy is to discharge the whole of the by-passed flow through
exits sited underneath the intakes.

Many of the criticisms of the side-intake lay-out could be met by moving the intakes forward
towards the nose. This would at once reduce the depth of the boundary layer to be bled off and
lessen the interference between the canopy and the intakes. Some improvement in area ratio
should also result as the intakes come closer together, while finally the intakes would be further
removed from the wings. This type of intake is therefore considered to be potentially better
than the wing-root intake, which (at least on fighter aircraft), is clearly the most difficult to perfect.
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Velocity ratio VJVo

Position ratio 5/A
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS

Free-stream total head

Minimum cross-sectional area of the intake duct (i.e., throat
area) -0- maximum cross-sectional area of the intake housing

Mean inlet velocity at intake throat -0- speed of aircraft

Surface area of fuselage wetted by air flowing into intake -c- intake
throat area (Ref. 1)

Length of intake fairing

Thickness of intake lip

Thickness of inner lip-fairing (see Fig. 5)

Distance outboard of centre-line as fraction of semi-span
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APPENDIX I

Measurement oj internal drag

The internal drag of the ducts was derived from measurements of pitot and static pressures
taken in the exit plane using an extension of Jones's method; one of the rakes used is illustrated
in Fig. 6a. TIle value thus obtained has been defined as the Jones internal drag by the definitions
panel of the A.R.C.14 and is denoted by CD] (Fig. 10), where

. Internal Drag
CIJJ =-~--ip~V02S -

Let suffix 0 refer to free-stream conditions,
suffix 1 refer to flow conditions in the entry plane,
suffix 2 refer to flow conditions in the exit plane,
suffix 3 refer to flow conditions in a plane far downstream.

TIl(' internal drag of the duet is equal to the loss of momentum between the two stations 0 and 3,
'l.C.,

D]:=-: JPaV 3(VO - Va) dA a,

,,,here" 1:1 is the cross-sectional area of the internal flow in the plane 3.

By continuity,

DJ = tP2V 2(VO - Va) dA 2,

where t is taken over the duct exit.

Therefore CDr = ~ t t::~:: (~:) [1 -- ~:J dA 2 •

Making the assumption that the pressure recovery between planes 2 and 3 takes place
iscntropi('ally and without mixing, and that the static pressure has regained its free-stream
value at plane 3, then

H2 = H a and Pa = Po, giving

- f( P2 )(1-Yl/Y l {[ (Po r-1l/1}1/2f { (Po) (Y_1
l
/
Y}1/2l

C,,) ~ ~H: &/,,,,, : [: =(i:'r'''l 1 - : . (r:t 'II' dA, ,

which may be expressed in the form

CD J = ~Jj2 X j02 dA 2 ,

where

and

_ (Pz)1/l' [ (Pz)(l'-1)Jl 1/2
j2 - li 2 1-H2 '

- (Po)-1 [(PO')(1-;,)/Y J-1[l (Po ,')(Y--1l!l'!1/2j02 -- 2 - - , . - 1 1 - ---
H 2 H o H o

The seventeen pitot-tubes were spaced so as to cover equal areas of the duct exit, so that
A 2

17

CJ)] = -S 2; Ud02) .

To simplify the evaluation of the internal drag, charts showing the values of 12 and 102 over
the required range of Mach number and (Po/H2) were prepared beforehand.
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TABLE 5

Leading Dimensions of M odds
Wing

Gross area

Span ..

Standard mean chord

Aspect ratio

Taper ratio

Aerofoil section

Position of maximum thickness

Sweepback of i-chord line

Distance of mean i-chord point aft of wing leading-edge vertex

Pitching-moment reference axis

Intakes

Total intake area (excluding by-pass area for side and wing-root intakes)

Duct exit area for Vi/YO = 0·50

Duct exit area for Vi/YO = 0·65

Duct exit area for Vi/YO = 0·80

Total by-pass area for side intake

Total by-pass area for wing-root intake

Fuselage

374· 56 sq in.

34·34 in.

10·91 in.

3·15

0·378

Thwaites 9 per cent

0'38e

9'76 in.

0'295c

3'784 sq in.

2·570 sq in.

3 ·142 sq in.

3·597 sq in.

0·636 sq in.

0·474 sq in.

Maximum cross-sectional area

Maximum width

Maximum height

Distance forward of wing leading-edge vertex of :

Plane of intake throat

Nose

Rear end of body (zero flow)

Intake: Datum
I

Nose Side \Ving
root

--~_._-----

(sq in.) +15'06 +21·40 +21·40 +15·06

(in.) 4·38 6·22 6·22 4'38

(in.) 4·38 4·38 4·38 + 4·38

(in.) 7 ·18 0·33 4·54

(in.) + 8·64 I- 7·75 + 8·64 + 8·64

(in. ) -35,76 -37·35 -37·35 - 38·83

--~--
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TABLE 6

Wing-section Co-ordinates for all AIodels

- ------- ---- _.__._-~--

xjc zjc xjc zjc
(per cent) (per cent) (per cent) (per cent)

- --~--- -----

0 0 40 4·50
0·5 0·86 45 4·43
1 1·16 50 4·29
2 1·57 55 4·06
5 2·32 60 3·76
7·5 2·75 65 3·39

10 3·11 70 2·97
12·5 3·39 75 2·49
15 3·63 80 2·01
17·5 3·8~~ 85 1· 51
20 ~~·99 90 1· 01
25 4·24 95 0·51
SO 4·41 100 0
:15 4·50 Leading-edge radius 0·81

(per cent chord)

- --- ------- ------

Maximum thickness at 38 per cent chord

TABLE 7

Proportions and Lengths of the LiP Sections of the Three Intakes

(S'cc Figs. 4 and 5 for the section positions and the definition of L, T and t)

Intake

No,;e Intake
Nu,;e Intake
~ll:-;e Intake

--T
I CC

DD
EE

6·15
7·23
7·05

0·111
0·073
0·073

10·071
9·874
9·626

:-;id(~ Intake
~ide Intake

2·87
3·79

0·067
0·089

1·490
1·490

-------~----~--------I------I-------

1·224
2·264
3·304

I--------------- _._--~-

0·094
0·081
0'()72

HH 2·55
II 4·08
J1 5·25

Wing-root Intake
Wing-root Intake
Wing-root Intake

20



TABLE 8

W indwise Section across the Wing-root Intake at 11 = O· 177

Fairing between intake and the maximum thickness position: quarter-ellipse, forming intake lip:
T = 0·472 in.; t = 0·045 in.; L = 1·745 in. (upper surface), 1·755 in. (lower surface).

Fairing between maximum-thickness position and trailing edge:

x/X z/z","x x/x I z/ZllJfl,X
I--" -- -- ------ - -- ._--- - -- -- -

I

---- -- --- -

0 1·0 0·6 0·5157
0·1 0·9724 0·7 0·3908
0·2 0·9134 0·8 0·2628
0·3 0·8352 0·9 0·1318
0·4 0·7418 1·0 0
0·5 0·6352

-"---"---" - - "------_. ---

where Z = local thickness ordinate, ZIlla< = 1· 060 in.

x = length of rear fairing,

= 11·507 in. (upper surface), 11·182 in. (lower surface).

TABLE 9

Ca-ordinates for Waisted Body of Side and N osc-I ntakc jJ,[odds

X Body width X BDily wj,lt.h--
C \Vaist uiai~~etel' C "·a:i,,t- diallleter

-- --------- ----------- --" --------------

-0·200 1·24 0·600 1·04
-0·150 1·31 0·650 1, 01
-0,100 1·37 0·700 1·00
-0,050 1·40 0·750 1·00

0 1·42 0·800 1· 01
+0·050 1·42 0·850 1·03

0·100 1·40 0·900 1·05
0·150 1·38 (j·950 1·08
0·200 1·35 1·000 1· 11
0·250 1·32 1·050 1·15
0·300 1·28 1·100 1·19
0·350 1·24 1·150 1·23
0·400 1·19 1·200 1·26
0·450 1·16
0·500 1·12

+0·550 1·08

-------"-------------

where c is the wing chord at the intersection of the wing and the cylinder, co-axial with the body,
whose diameter equals the waist diameter of the body,

x is measured rearward from the leading-edge point at this intersection.
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FIG. la. The datum model.

FIG. lb. The wing-root intake model.
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FIG. Ie. The side-intake model.

FIG. Id. The nose-intake model.
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FIG, 2a. General arrangement of datum model.
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NOSE INTAKE MODEL.

SiDE iNTAKE MODEL.

CANDPY CONTR.IBUTION odllJJ'i>

WING-ROOT INTAKE MODEL.

DATUM MODEL.

FIG. 3. Axial yariation of cross-sectional area
of the different intake models.
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FIG. 4b. Details of the intake lay-outs of the wing-root and side-intake models.
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DRAG BALANCE EXIT SuRVEY PRESSURE TUBES

SUPPORT STING DUCT COVER PLATE

FIG. 6a. Interior view of side intake model.

STRAIN GAUGES ON STRIPS

FIG. 6b. The strain-gauge' drag balance'.
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PRESSURE PLOTT.1NG HOLES

FIG. ISa. Detail of the ide-intake boundary-layer by-pa s.

PRESSURE PLOTTING HOLES

FIG. ISb. Detail of the wing-root intake boundary-layer by-pass.
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